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If there’s one department within the enterprise that’s not surprised by the 
pace of change today, it’s IT. 

Not to be confused with mere tech support, the CIO’s office and those that report 

in have likely studied Gordon Moore’s 1965 observation that computer processing 

power compounds. They also work daily with the tangible outcome of this unending 

advance. If you walked into the Marketing department as they were finalizing a new ad 

campaign, it wouldn’t look all that different than a scene from Mad Men. Walking into IT, 

you won’t find a computer punch card anywhere other than a museum.

That’s not to say that a conceptual understanding of accelerating change makes it 

any easier for people to manage. Moore’s Law applies to processors; it might as well 

cover software applications and API proliferation as well. With thousands of public APIs 

released each year, and those representing just a fraction of all APIs when one includes 

private APIs, microservices, etc., it’s easy to see why application proliferation and 

integration demands consume more and more of the CIO’s budget.1

APIs are growing at 30x a year but your integration team isn’t.

Further, as data, applications and IT infrastructure have adopted terms like “mission-critical,” the 

pressure on IT leaders has grown as well. Such is the paradox of the CIO’s role in the modern era: 

anything is possible, yet there’s no time or resources to do just anything.

1  APIs Show Faster Growth Rate in 2019 Than In Previous Years, July 17, 2019, Programmable Web

The Relentless 
Onslaught…
of Moore’s Law

2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016

https://www.programmableweb.com/news/apis-show-faster-growth-rate-2019-previous-years/research/2019/07/17
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The Drivers
of Change

It’s a rhetorical question for those in the CIO’s chair and the architects, 
developers, integration specialists, and others who work for them: Where 
to begin?

Fairchild/ Intel lore? DARPA? There’s always antecedent. It’s easier though to lay out 

the most pressing trends that motivate strategic decisions for the CIOs we work with at 

companies like IBM, SAP, HP, American Express, and others:

1 The explosion of ‘apps’ & the fragmentation of software markets 

Symantec’s ‘Shadow IT’ survey report suggests that the average enterprise uses 1,500+ 

applications (many invisible to the CIO). That at first seems exaggerated. Though when we 

consider there are 8,000+ marketing apps, 10,000+ fintech apps, and 2,500+ HR apps just 

in North America, it’s easier to see how the survey numbers might creep up. This is a radical 

change just from 20 years ago when there might have been a handful for core software 

applications across the enterprise and just one system of record in each function (ERP, HRIS, 

CRM, etc…).

2 The advent of cloud infrastructure & costs savings via “modernizing” 

The cloud is not a new concept, yet we’re still talking about it. Cloud platforms/ hyperscalers 

promise cost savings and vs an on-prem baseline can meet demands for greater speed, 

agility, and resiliency. Sometimes this driver takes on grand proclamations of “digital 

transformation;” other times it comes through simpl, pragmatic, “modernization” initiatives.

3 The transformation of business models requires new digital products and platforms 

Fast-changing business realities and the need for new revenue models typically drive the 

calls for “digital transformation.” Before PayPal and Venmo, a bank needed a safe with a 

heavy door and pleasant tellers. After, the bank needs a digital portal, integrations with Mint, 

and purchase analytics (in addition to an advanced fraud detection algorithm and next-

generation cybersecurity). This boils down to new, digital products and platforms: some for 

internal use—the advanced fraud detection analytics and anti-money laundering (KYC & 

AML) integrations—and some customer facing (the purchase analytics widget that helps your 

customer save a little more each month).

“The Time To Prepare For Post-Covid-19 Is Now… Following Covid-19, 

Gartner believes that cost optimization will become one of the most 

important priorities for I&O leaders.” 

JEFFREY HEWITT, 
MAY 27, 2020 
RESEARCH VP & DISTINGUISHED ANALYST (20-YEARS), GARTNER

https://tearsheet.co/4-charts/new-study-challenger-banks-overtake-traditional-banks-in-customer-satisfaction-in-4-charts/
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The Drivers
of Change

Together, these drivers are like the transistors in Moore Law, the genesis of change. But 

like processing speed, the outcome of more transistors per chip, IT executives, architects, 

integration developers, and more face several tangible challenges as a result:

• More application integration work. More applications create (and silo) more data, which 

simply means more integration work to keep business users happy. Why so many new 

applications and so little opportunity to say ‘no?’ Each new app promises to help improve 

or optimize an existing process; to help someone do their job better. If you look at the old 

procure-to-pay process, it was a series of (mostly) manual steps. Now, several fit-for-purpose 

SaaS applications automate and improve each manual step, promising hard dollar savings, 

productivity gains, and better financial controls.

• Shift to cloud platform management & DevOps. Beyond hundreds of SaaS applications, a 

significant majority of enterprises have evaluated and/or moved some of their data and 

key systems to cloud infrastructure. This shift requires not just learning to manage a new 

control plane, but adopting whole new categories of software: containers and microservices 

architectures, DevOps and CI/CD pipeline management, secure access above the hypervisor. 

The payoffs in terms of speed, flexibility, scale, and cost savings can be significant, but the 

transition takes time and effort.

• Data & analytics. Hyperscalers from AWS to Azure to Google Cloud Platform are not 

just handy places to run and manage newer applications, they are fantastic for storing, 

managing, and manipulating vast quantities of data. Data is a differentiator for many 

companies and advanced analytics the source of new value for customers. AI/ML teams 

might feel like the shiny new toy executives talk about, but algorithmic innovation has already 

contributed enough to the bottom line of early adopters that it’s not a question of if, but when 

and how most others will follow.

• New digital products. The CIO’s office no longer simply manages the data employees need, 

their work underpins new, customer-facing products and platforms that compete daily with 

a host of upstarts. This of course further drives the proliferation of APIs within the enterprise 

as they modernize platforms and adopt web services architectures. Take American Express 

for example: for years AmEx invested in technology to issue cards and process transactions, 

hardware and software alike. But now that infrastructure feels commoditized; innovation and 

revenue growth come from providing new, digital products on top of existing infrastructure 

and customer relationships. As an example, AmEx’s Business Bill Pay provides corporate 

card customers with a payment platform that first automatically ingests invoices from the 

customers’ ERP and then lets F&A pros approve and pay the bills en masse, siphoning away 

account balances and payment processing fees from the competition.

Taken together, these four demands all add up to one end result: an integration backlog 

IT must constantly manage and feed. For example, swapping out line of business (LOB) 

applications to optimize business processes implies hours of integration work. Similarly, 

moving to cloud infrastructure and hyperscalers puts pressure on robust API management 

(APIM) as well as increases API calls between cloud services and application microservices. 

And finally, new digital products are typically not only built on internal API calls and 

microservices. Instead, driving adoption means providing an integration experience 

that allows user to connect the application with others they use (i.e. ERP and treasury 

management systems (TMS) integration for banks providing corporate payment platforms).



The Drivers
of Change

Unfortunately, the tools integration developers have access to have failed to keep pace with 

the changes, for the most part. Now we’ll turn to why this foundational (and still growing) 

part of modern IT has been handicaped and how Cloud Elements can help integration 

developers keep pace with today’s demand.

“We needed to rise to the challenge of advanced integration 

technologies while considering the potential impacts on delivery in 

projects as well as BAU”  - Paul Linnevelt, Head of SAP, Harrods UK

• 24/7 operations

• 3 million+ transactions per week

• Harrods Challenges: point-to-point integrations, single non-

redundant ESB layer, difficult to find time for patching and 

maintenance, system outages directly impact revenue

 HARRODS UK - ICONIC RETAILER
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To date, integration specialists have had limited options to work with: they 
can either write directly to application APIs, they can leverage a software 
development kit (SDK), or they can use an integration platform (ESB or iPaaS) 
to enable connection to target endpoints. 

But as we’ll see, these methods leave integration specialists to build (and rebuild and rebuild…) 

key functionality that’s necessary to not just enable connection between two systems or 

applications, but to create the functional integration that serves a purpose. Specifically:

• Writing directly to the API - This is a recipe for sinking countless person hours into low value, 

undifferentiated work. In the best case, developers can share and borrow code snippets that 

they or coworkers have used in the past. However that means the developer who receives that 

code needs to not only research the API itself, but also spend time to understand how that 

code snippet works and how to adapt it to her needs.  

 

Further, this is a recipe to create thousands of one-off, snowflake-like integrations that 

are difficult and costly to maintain at scale. One could say this leaves your digital platform 

held together by ‘tape and bubble gum…’ Writing directly to the API can solve the tactical 

challenge in front of one developer, but indicates an integration approach that can’t scale to 

meet today’s demand nor enables reuse across the enterprise.

• Using a SDK or ESB/ iPaaS - Many enterprises have invested in some sort of integration 

tooling, or leverage the SDK that accompanies key applications, to facilitate integrations. The 

SDK exists primarily to enable connection to a target application or system. Similarly, most 

ESB or iPaaS solutions provide some form of connector to help consume common APIs that 

presents as a partially-reusable component for the developer.  

 

SDK connectors generally mirror the API itself and abstract away only some of the details, 

which leaves the developer to deal with different methods of authentication, different error 

codes, and different or non-existent discovery and query capabilities. The developer will 

also have to code functionality for a range of common needs: like a polling framework if the 

application doesn’t provide event notifications or webooks, a bulk framework for large data 

operations/ migrations, not to mention building the mapping and transformation logic for 

each, point-to-point integration.  

 

A traditional integration platform (iPaaS) extends beyond typical SDK providing more 

integration-specific tooling and/or coding languages, but many of the limitations, particularly 

with respect to pre-built connectors, remain. An iPaaS might provide a full development 

environment to code integrations but that still leaves the challenges of authentication, 

eventing, bulk, etc… to the developer. Because of this, integrations built with an SDK, ESB, 

or traditional iPaaS become “second-class” citizens in your integration landscape, not 

connected into the full set of platform services nor available outside the platform as another 

API or service that other integration developers can leverage.  

 

In the end, the traditional SDK/ ESB/ iPaaS approach to integration results in brittle, point-to-

point networks that are costly to maintain—Forrester Research surveyed thousands of CIOs 

who said “keep the lights on maintenance” should be less than half of the annual IT budget; 

in reality it’s 72%, on average.”

Looking Forward: 
From Service Org 
to Strategic Org

https://www.cio.com/article/2381609/how-to-balance-maintenance-and-it-innovation.html
https://www.cio.com/article/2381609/how-to-balance-maintenance-and-it-innovation.html
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Looking 
Forward: From 
Service Org to 
Strategic Org

These methods may work when a single developer looks at a single backlog item (e.x., 

connect A to B) and decides to start coding. Even then, she’ll likely face a range of issues: 

• She’s unlikely to get the time she needs to research the API and data model before her 

manager starts getting antsy.

• She will have to write code to address a tricky authentication workflow and manage tokens 

but probably cannot reuse integration code or content from others integrations.

• Without discovery APIs, she’ll have to find workarounds to understand which specific data 

resources are available from a given API when custom data objects are involved. 

• She’ll likely have to connect to multiple APIs to aggregate the data she needs and orchestrate 

all the API calls if target includes a complex application like SAP or Netsuite. 

Once she delivers the integration, what happens in the future when a colleague needs to 

jump in to extend or fix something that broke in the integration? For example, to increase 

throughput 5x - 10x because users find the new capability unexpectedly useful and 

profitable? Through no fault of the first developer, the second will have to spend time 

researching the APIs, data models, and any transformation logic or added frameworks she 

initially built in spite of any documentation she had time to compile initially. 

These challenges define point-to-point integration strategies and in retrospect, define IT in 

survival mode: just doing the minimum integration work to meet functional requirements and 

move on to the next one,-off project. 

But, survival mode can’t scale to meet today’s integration needs because even the most 

skilled developers are writing one-off integrations, not creating reusable integration 

content that can empower less-skilled users across the organization. Further, it’s myopic 

and focused only on today’s needs, not tomorrow’s. Finally, survival mode tends to reinforce 

silos—silos between the infrastructure and integration patterns serving the needs of 

employees versus those serving the needs of customers.

Moving Past Survival Mode For Integration

Computer Era:

Applications:

 

Integrations:



We don’t need to explain that the work of the CIO’s office is now strategic, 
foundational to company success. Leaders and innovators understand that 
applications and data create the foundation for tomorrow’s growth. Even for 
businesses as tangible as Amazon Delivery or FedEx—data instructs drivers 
to make fewer left turns so that they can deliver more packages, more safely, 
while using less fuel. 

Elevating IT’s work also elevates its integration strategy and there’s no better example than SAP. 

The ERP giant powers more than 75% of the global Fortune 500. However, few realize the full 

extent to which SAP has invested in integration infrastructure for clients over the past several 

years (and which analysts like Gartner rate highly compared to many stand-alone ESB/iPaaS). 

With traditional on-premise ESB (PIPO), SAP Cloud Platform API Management, and new 

API integration tooling via SAP Open Connectors (powered by Cloud Elements), SAP offers 

integration solutions for the most complex, hybrid scenarios powering mission-critical data and 

processes. SAP’s investment shows that global leaders across industries consider integration 

foundational to the continued growth of their application ecosystems. More, SAP sees 

integration as complementary to a major strategic goal: migration to S/4 HANA. In fact, for the 

“intelligent enterprise” the gap between application and integration is now so small, SAP CEO 

Christian Klein recently published “Integration in the Cloud: SAP’s Way Forward.”

“Our integrated intelligent suite is a true game changer… integration 

[in the cloud] delivers true business value to our customers’ business by 

accelerating the speed of innovation, lowering the risk of integration,  

and reducing the complexity of operations.”

 
CHRISTIAN KLEIN, CEO, SAP

The Way Forward: 
Integration 
Strategy, Reuse, 
and the 
Modern COE
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/integration-cloud-saps-way-forward-christian-klein/
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By better serving customers’ integration needs, SAP helps them avoid disruption to the 

business, especially disruptions to legacy systems that may still run on-premises. Legacy 

infrastructure may feel like an anchor to some who want to sprint towards the bright future, 

but seasoned strategists know that legacy systems are simply the constraints that make 

the problem interesting. Integration strategy needs to account for these limitations and 

companies must modernize (or transform) without disruption to the processes that still rely on 

legacy systems.

An integration strategy has both a what and a who. Whether on-prem, hybrid, or cloud, the 

‘what’ of an integration strategy focuses on:

• Reusable integration content and patterns that speed delivery and cut maintenance costs, 

• Extensible platforms that help integration specialists reduce complexity across thousands of 

applications while automatically scaling to handle variable loads, and 

• Flexible interfaces that empower less technical and even non-technical users to solve their 

own problems.

This leads us to the ‘who.’ Our friends at Gartner have more to say on both architectures (e.x., 

Digital Integration Hub) and team structures like the Integration Competency Center (ICC). For 

now we want to share the pattern we see most often: an ICC of skilled integration developers 

under the CIO with two tasks: to standardize the integration patterns across the enterprise 

via reusable integration content (pre-built API connectors, fit-for-purpose/ process-based 

APIs, reusable mapping & transformation modules, etc…) so that legions of users, from system 

admins in the LOBs to non-technical customers, can take advantage of thoughtfully designed 

integration experiences that solve for a range of integration complexity.

Note, this pattern extends to, or includes, system integrator partners (SIs) that the CIO’s office 

contracts with, whether for specific projects or to augment skilled teams. Integrations delivered 

by SIs reap the same benefits—quicker delivery, easier to understand and maintain, ready for 

reuse by other partners or teams, etc.—as those delivered by company employees when using 

Cloud Elements’ approach and tooling. Further, the Cloud Elements’ approach makes it easier 

to onboard new partners or new employees, get them up to speed on existing integrations, 

and help them productively start deploying new integrations faster. 

“... owning the integration infrastructure is a matter of competitive 

advantage  - not just an offer of completeness.” 

 
MASSIMO PEZZINI 

VP & FELLOW AT GARTNER

The Way Forward: 
Integration 
Strategy, Reuse, 
and the 
Modern COE

https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/competency-center
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/competency-center
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Supporting a next-generation integration strategy requires advanced integration 

tooling. But what puts Cloud Elements into a ‘next-generation’ category when 

compared to the likes of Mulesoft, Dell Boomi, and many other integration 

platforms (iPaaS) starts with pre-built API connectors we call Elements.

As mentioned previously, ESB and iPaaS connectors enable connection to an API but “pass 

on” most of the unique challenges of actually integrating with that API. On the other hand, we 

call Elements “first class” connectors because they don’t merely connect, they offer a range of 

handy functionality developers often need to complete production-ready integrations. The 

table below outlines what features of API connectors enable reuse vs single-use:

Overcoming 
Roadblocks to 
Reuse: Not All 
Connectors Are 
Created Equal

Single-Use Connectors Reusable Elements

API Methods Developer must learn and use the calls 

the API requires, including SOAP/REST, 

syntax, object names, XML extraction, 

etc...

100% REST calls regardless of the native 

API architecture, standard HTTP syntax, 

canonical object names between apps, 

100% JSON payloads

Error Codes No support: unique error codes add 

time & research effort to working with/ 

debugging integrations

Standardized error codes for the 

developer mapped to codes returned by 

the target API

Authentication Developer must research and adapt to 

the auth type & nuance for each API, incl. 

tokens/passwords management, etc.

Standard implementation of common 

auth by type (Basic, OAuth, OAuth2, etc…) 

+ unified token management

Discovery Few applications offer discovery 

APIs, leaving developers to creative 

workarounds for custom data objects

Provide discovery (in UI and via API) to 

power user-created dynamic mappings 

even with custom data models

Query No support: developer must research and 

learn the nuance of the query capabilities 

of each API

Standard query language (SQL-based) for 

any endpoint allows developer to retrieve 

actionable data without further research
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Overcoming Roadblocks to Reuse: 
Not All Connectors Are Created Equal

Single-Use Connectors Reusable Elements

Eventing No support: few applications offer events or 

webhooks; developer must create a polling 

framework, keeping in mind API limits

Offers webhooks (the preferred way to 

consume events) and polling frameworks for 

every API, no further work required

Data Schema Developer must research and adapt to the 

schema nuance for each API, incl. required 

fields, primary key, etc.

Consistent model schema for developers 

across every API, standardized URLs, 

property/ field names, descriptions, and 

usage

Bulk No support: few applications offer fit-for-

purpose bulk APIs, developer must create 

a framework for periodic or one-time bulk 

operations

Standardized bulk facade/ APIs available for 

every API, no further work required

Putting this all together, reusable Elements help developers deliver integrations faster 

because they normalize the developer’s experience of working with the API. This in turn 

removes complexity, saves research time, and makes integrations easier to maintain and 

build upon. For example, if a native API is a SOAP/ XML API, the developer would typically 

have to spend hours understanding how to authenticate and extract usable data from the 

XML payload (or recreating the payload for PUT/ PATCH calls). Using Elements however, even 

that SOAP/XML API looks to the developer like a REST/JSON API and she can work with the 

endpoint with less research and customization.

Similarly, once connected to and API, the developer will still need to find workarounds to 

learn what data objects are actually available from that API, to query within the API call for 

specific data she needs, and to trigger her integration workflows based on events in the 

target application if there’s no webhook (or similar) eventing framework. All of these common 

limitations equate to more hours of research, more lines of code, and more time spent 

debugging.

Using Elements on the other hand, the developer can take advantage of these features 

out-of-the-box and more importantly, they work exactly the same as for the last integration 

she built and the one before that. Like any development platform, the first time she used an 

Element she had to learn these methods, but she can complete the second, third, fourth, 

and so on… much faster.

“Cloud Elements’ 

approach to 

integration through 

the creation of 

normalized APIs, very 

rich connectors, and 

unified data models is 

differentiating.” 

 
GARTNER MAGIC 
QUADRANT FOR 
ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION 
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Cloud Elements is not the only iPaaS to offer pre-built API connectors. Yet no other iPaaS 

offers the robust functionality of Elements and generally available (i.e. maintained by Cloud 

Elements) pre-built connectors for enterprise application pillars like SAP, Oracle, NetSuite, 

Salesforce, and Microsoft as well as key cloud platforms and analytics tools like Google 

Cloud Platform, Azure, AWS, IBM, Microstrategy, and more.

Beyond Robust Connectors, Full Extensibility with Element Builder

Additionally, no other integration platform offers tooling like Element Builder: a guided 

framework to extend or create new, first-class Elements that include all of the advanced 

functionality mentioned above, ready to be reused by any developer across the enterprise.

With Element Builder developers can add new data resources to existing Elements 

(extend) or build new ones from scratch (create). By building an Element rather than simply 

connecting directly to the API, the developer compensates for the complexities and 

limitations of the native API endpoint (e.x., you can add bulk data operations not natively 

supported by the API) while also creating a reusable resource that let’s teammates work with 

that API without reencountering those complexities and limitations. Element Builder guides 

this work, automatically creates API documentation, generates metadata, and allows the 

developer to keep her work private, or share it via the Cloud Elements’ Community.

Perhaps most importantly, building a private Element with Element Builder (vs building a one-

off integration) abstracts away API complexity such that other people can leverage the work 

to complete integrations on their own. As an example: many native APIs require knowledge 

of the programming language Java; with Elements, developers only need to know how to 

work with Javascript, a much more common and less costly skill. Once an enterprise has built 

an Element that matches the unique structure of their highly-customized ERP system, SAP for 

example, that Element allows LOB system admins to use no-code tooling to, say, integrate 

the new AR/AP automation application with the ERP with less or no time from the ICC—as 

we’ll see next.

Overcoming 
Roadblocks to 
Reuse: Not All 
Connectors Are 
Created Equal

Why Create 
“First-Class” 
Connectors?

Reusability
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Integration work is hard because it’s complex. And because it’s complex, 
people need special skills to do it well. But thinking toward the integration 
strategies of the future, if Elements abstract away much of that complexity, 
how can more people, some with less technical skill, deploy the integrations 
they need without turning to IT first?

First, imagine an accountant in the F&A department—who Gartner refers to as a Citizen 

Integrator. Let’s say he needs to integrate an AR/AP automation application with a sales 

tax calculator. If the developers of one/both of these applications have embedded Cloud 

Elements’ platform via API call into a self-serve integration user interface (UI), our accountant 

can instantiate the integration, map data, and enter his user credentials without calling IT. 

Proprietary applications IT builds just for employees rarely include this user experience, but 

there is no reason they cannot. More importantly, many SaaS apps the enterprise uses off 

the shelf do productize self-serve integrations..

More, this example above illustrates why HR, AR/AP, sales, marketing and so many other 

functions now hire full-time system administrators and integrations professionals. These ad 

hoc integrators, as Gartner refers to them, usually have enough technical skill to write code, 

but only when the integration work they need to accomplish requires it. Oftentimes, they 

can accomplish what they need without writing code if they have i) the right graphical user 

interface (GUI) to build integration flows and ii) the connectors and other modules in that 

flow can abstract away the API nuance. 

Conductor, part of Cloud Elements’ platform, offers just such a GUI. Combined with the 

strength of Elements as first-class API connectors and offering reusable flow templates, ad 

hoc integrators can accomplish much of their daily work without writing more than a few 

lines of javascript. This also applies to the customer success (CS) and professional services 

(PS) teams that onboard new customers, versioning and customizing integrations for your 

customers in the process.

Overcoming 
Roadblocks to 
Reuse: Multiple 
Orchestration 
Interfaces

Conductor Formulas

Workflow templates 
that can be easily  

embedded via APIs

Customize integration 
workflows

Design for Ad-Hoc
Integrators

Multi-tenanted and 
auto-scaling for all 

your customers
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Finally, the integration specialists in your organization, whether in a formal ICC or not, will 

likely prefer a code-first environment with which to develop and test integration workflows. 

Formula Builder offers just such an environment, ideally suited to deploying more complex 

integrations that require multiple API calls to different endpoints based on orchestration 

logic based on the data itself. For example, consider cases where an integration needs to 

lookup data in one application to avoid duplicates, then append fields from another system, 

and finally create conditional notifications—i.e. all of the process-based automations that 

make data actionable—these are Formulas.

Uniquely, Cloud Elements offers pre-built Formula templates your organization can leverage 

plus every Formula your team creates and deploys automatically gets its own REST API. 

We call this Formula-as-a-Resource. This API-accessible resource allows anyone in the 

organization to call that process and build on top of it: a fit-for-purpose, process-based 

API. Enterprises and large banks find this functionality particularly useful when it comes to 

reuse and deploying an integration strategy that scales. Moreover, when Cloud Elements 

surveyed hundreds of integration professionals for the 4th annual State of API Integration 

report, we found that respondents overwhelmingly said that “Customized APIs that fit a 

specific need” are most in need in order to get value and innovate (55% vs the next closest 

answer of 20% for “no-code integration templates”). 

Orchestration for Hybrid Integration - Perhaps you have an ESB 

where your integration team already works and that already manages 

integration flows for on-prem applications that you need to connect 

to cloud applications. At Cloud Elements, this is a pattern we see 

frequently with enterprises. Users at Bacardi, Harrods, and more have 

found they can easily manage orchestration from a single control 

plane and still take advantage of Cloud Elements’ unique capabilities. 

Ask us for more information.

Overcoming 
Roadblocks to 
Reuse: Multiple 
Orchestration 
Interfaces

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/440197/2020-04%20-%20SOAI%20Report.pdf
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Finally, the enterprise must think about data governance and resiliency at 
scale. Cloud Elements offers unique functionality here too with API-accessible 
Virtual Data Resources (VDRs). In most cases, the enterprise architect and 
their teams have no choice but to work with  the data architecture of the 
core applications other departments use (i.e. the ERP for Finance, the 
CRM for Sales, etc…). To integrate, they must write new data mapping and 
transformation modules unique for each point-to-point integration though 
these distinct snippets of code become difficult to understand and maintain 
by anyone other than the original developer.

On the other hand, VDRs by Cloud Elements allow developers to define their canonical 

data model independent of individual applications.That data model lives as a virtual layer, 

abstracted away from any specific application and speeding integration work across 

all applications. 

The upshot is twofold: first VDRs let integration developers spend less time writing one-off 

mapping and transformation code, instead reusing existing VDRs or even calling existing 

VDRs’ API. Second, data virtualization limits disruption for the business and helps integration 

specialists deliver maintenance and upgrade requests faster. How? Centralized in Cloud 

Elements with versions and instances clearly managed, VDR automatically propagate 

updates and changes across all instances of an integration without additional work from 

the developer.

Moreover, when it comes time to replace or upgrade an important application or tooling, 

the abstraction layer provided by VDRs makes it easier for the CIO’s office to implement, 

test, and run similar applications in parallel, thereby ensuring business continuity, before 

finally deprecating the older system. Finally, VDRs can even be shared with granular access 

controls with sub-orgs within your enterprises’ instance of Cloud Elements, adding fine-

grained governance control to reuse at enterprise scale.

Overcoming 
Roadblocks to 
Reuse: Data 
Governance 
Amidst Scale & 
Complexity
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As we stated before, today’s demands on the CIO’s office require a new 
approach to integrations: one that scales more easily, costs less to maintain, 
empowers more people across the organization to solve their own integration 
challenges—while also providing the guardrails to do so. Enterprises that view 
integration strategically, rather than through a short-sighted, one-off lens, 
exhibit all these features to some degree.

Cloud Elements offers next-generation integration tooling that forward-thinking 

companies need to execute a cohesive integration strategy. Elements offer first-class, 

reusable connection resources that remove complexity for novice or experienced 

integrators alike. Element Builder allows the COE to extend the platform to cover any and 

all applications it needs to. Then, unique to Cloud Element, the platform offers multiple 

orchestration approaches, all with reusable flows and templates, as well as VDRs which 

underpin a one-to-many approach and improve data governance. Taken together, Cloud 

Elements helps the CIO’s office deliver requests faster, with less maintenance and greater 

ability to scale rapidly when needed.

In working with hundreds of enterprises, we know that meeting growing integration 

demands requires work. Instead of locking you into a rigid platform or providing just the 

veneer of a development environment, Cloud Elements, and specifically Element Builder, is 

purpose-built to meet the extensibility needs of the enterprise:

Embrace the long-tail. With an extensive catalog of 200+ Elements, Cloud Elements 

already covers many of the most popular integration targets and we’re always developing 

more. But with the thousands of applications available in any given category and 

hundreds more your business may have built, no iPaaS will have the integrations you 

need out-of-the-box. The ability to create new connectors and have them perform in a 

consistent manner and provide first class capabilities for multiple use cases (i.e. eventing, 

bulk operations, etc.) is foundational to truly connecting your enterprise. Cloud Elements 

uniquely offers a guided experience (Element Builder) to create first class connectors, 

private and public catalogs you and others can publish to and share, and multiple ways to 

work with new connectors (code or no-code) to serve a range of needs.

Normalize and Enhance. Normalized integration methods save your teams time and 

effort. Everything in Cloud Element platform is a RESTful resource accessible via API call. 

That means your more junior developers don’t need to learn SOAP/XML and can become 

productive faster. Further, none of your developers need to download SDKs, Java IDEs, 

and other overhead. Further, with Elements for databases, SFTP, and flat files, all of these 

components in your architecture become RESTful assets that behave in a consistent 

manner, as if they came from the same application. Enhanced APIs via Elements ensure 

all your developers and all the connectors your teams use can cover a range of use cases 

including event-driven processes, bulk data extraction and loading, periodic data syncs, 

etc... Few native APIs offer discovery services, so that functionality via Elements saves 

developers time integrating to highly-customized applications like CRMs and ERPs. Further 

logging, standardized error codes, and retry come ready with every Element to support 

real-world needs.

Conclusion



About Cloud Elements

Cloud Elements brings harmony to the world of APIs, allowing software providers to innovate faster and plug into digital 

ecosystems. The company’s one-to-many virtualized API integration platform enables developers to unify thousands of  

APIs, build common data models for core business functions, and reduce the pain, cost, and complexity of integration. 

Founded in 2012, Cloud Elements is headquartered in Denver, Colorado, and serves customers worldwide. 

 

More information can be found at cloud-elements.com.

Conclusion Extending Elements to More Use Cases. Some applications like SAP S4 or Oracle EBS have 

thousands of APIs; where other iPaaS connectors might leave you limited within the current 

connector or stuck building a new one, with Cloud Elements your teams have access to 

all of those APIs. With Element Builder you can extend any Element to add additional APIs 

or resources to answer the inevitable “What happens when I need to access an object or 

resource that isn’t covered by the connector?” Element Builder let’s your teams extend, 

normalize, and enhance any object or API, and then reuse it across the enterprise.

“In two minutes, we took an out-of-the-box Element, extended it to 

add custom data resources, and created a user-ready integration. 

That usually takes weeks.” 

 
SERGIO MORALES ORTIGOSA 
GLOBAL IT SERVICE MANAGER 
BACARDI (SAP CUSTOMER USING OPEN CONNECTORS)

Documentations & Community. Solid documentation is foundational to consuming any 

API and in all likelihood the API management tooling you use generates and maintains 

much of the documentation. Similarly, Cloud Elements generates comprehensive and 

standardized documentation on all Elements, including auto-generating the documentation 

for Element your team builds or extends. Combing reusable resources plus comprehensive 

documentation enables both a public Community of Cloud Elements resources (including 

Elements, VDRs, and pre-built formulas) where you can share the contribution of your team 

and leverage those from others just like any open source community. Or you can publish 

Elements your team builds, say for proprietary apps, just to your organizations private 

catalog but still manage permissions on who can see and access that new Element.

Take the Next Steps
Meet with the Cloud Elements team and facilitate a discussion and/or an in-person, hands-

on workshop. We’ll determine together the best path forward and demonstrate how an 

Embedded iPaaS can open new markets and revenue streams for your business!
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